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To provide acquisition and program management support for the Department of 
Energy (DOE) National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Nuclear Smuggling 
Detection and Deterrence Program. Served as Program Management Analyst to 
support Engineering Change System and Procedures project for Navy to ensure 
manuals and standards procedures documented and adhered to in the operational
environment.

JANUARY 2001 – OCTOBER 2005
ASST. LIAISON - ABC CORPORATION

 Developed and designed database based on organizational mission and 
functional requirements, determining data elements for reporting, and design 
applications to incorporate the data.

 Applied relational database management concepts and principles to develop 
standard database queries using JavaScript, Visual Basic, and SQL programming
languages.

 Maintained and backed-up numerous multi-user files on MS Access and MS SQL 
Servers.

 Managed and ensured the security, maintenance, and continue operation of the 
primary database used to contribute to the long-range effectiveness of the 
office.

 Analyzed database performance and developed modifications as necessary to 
improve resource utilization, increase stability and efficiency, and reduce 
system response time.

 Monitored the database size and growth, disk utilization, and query 
performance.

 Advised senior leadership on capabilities and direction in application trends and 
new database technologies.

1997 – 2001
LIAISON - DELTA CORPORATION

 Carlsbad, CA Answer and route all incoming telephone calls for personnel within
the office, including the commercial brokerage office and the .

 Present a courteous, helpful manner to all callers and take accurate messages 
as necessary Welcome guests/clients/vendors that visit the office.

 Direct them to proper contact and ensure they are comfortable while they wait, 
i.e., offer and provide beverages if requested Distribute all incoming .

 of Guyana 2006-2007 Responsibilities Acquisition and sales of quality sporting 
goods to stores and the general public of the South American and .

 Liaison with sport enthusiast, athletes and government officials of the region to 
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formulate a sports plan so as to equip the region with the highest .
 Held meetings and mediated between other sporting stores and manufacturers 

so as to meet customer demands for the region Managed the day to day .
 Worked with department heads to discuss program schedules.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science - (University of Maryland - College Park, MD)

SKILLS

Edi, Unix, As400, RPG, Cloud Computing, Perl.
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